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Abstract- There have been an increasingly large number
of mobile handsets equipped with dual or multiple network
interfaces. The server interface (e.g., GPRS, EDGE, UMTS) is
responsible for communicating with the network operator, while
the peer interfaces (e.g., Bluetooth, IEEE 802.11) are used to
connect with other computing devices. However, they are usually
used separately. In this paper, we investigate the use of both
network interfaces to support energy efficient data applications
among mobile clients. Specifically, we proposed a fully distributed
protocol for mobile handsets to form cooperative groups to
maintain cache consistency with minimal communication with
the network operator.
Our proposed protocol takes advantage of the low power
consumption and high data rate of the peer interface. The aim
is to reduce the use of the server interface, which is typically
slower and involves higher power consumption. Furthermore,
we also consider the presence of selfish clients. It is shown that
groups formed by the proposed protocol constitutes a pure Nash
Equilibrium. This suggests that our protocol is robust even in the
presence of selfish clients. Simulation results confirm that, given
the same energy resource, mobile clients running the proposed
protocol complete more queries, experience longer lifetime and
achieve smaller query latency.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the wide-spread deployment of third generation (3G)
cellular systems, the volume of data traffic delivered in the
cellular environment has increased significantly [10]. On the
other hand, different personal area network (PAN) standards
such as IEEE 802.11 and Bluetooth are capable of providing
high speed connections among mobile devices. Although there
have been an increasingly large number of mobile handsets
equipped with dual or multiple network interfaces, these two
interfaces usually worked independently. It would be better to
take advantage of the high data rates provided by PAN while
utilizing the cellular network for universal coverage.
Energy conservation has become a fundamental issue in
wireless networks [7], [9], [13]. To support energy efficient
data applications, many emerging data applications utilize
data caching [3], [11], [12]. Mobile clients cache frequently
used data objects locally to reduce the amount of energy
consumed in querying the server. Data caching is also capable
of reducing query latency but requires mobile clients to
maintain cache consistency. Since the cellular networks and
PANs have significant differences in terms of complexity,
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data rate, transmission range, etc., their power consumption
characteristics have dramatic differences [14], [15].
Based on the above observations, we propose utilizing both
network interfaces to support data applications between mobile
handsets and network operator. Specifically, we proposed a
fully distributed, energy-efficient protocol such that mobile
handsets form groups for cooperative cache maintenance.
In our proposed protocol, members belonging to the same
group cooperatively retrieve and cache data objects, which are
originated from the network operator. Our protocol utilizes the
low power and high data rate of the peer interface (PAN) while
reducing the use of the server interface (cellular network),
which is typically slower and has higher power consumption.
We also consider the presence of selfish clients. It is shown that
groups formed by the proposed cooperative cache maintenance
protocol constitutes a pure Nash Equilibrium. This suggests
that the protocol is robust even in the presence of selfish
clients. Simulation results confirm that, given the same energy
resource, our protocol is capable of increasing the number of
completed queries; extending the lifetime; while reducing the
query latency.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sections 11-
A and II-B, we provide the motivations and describe the details
of our cooperative cache maintenance scheme, respectively.
We analyze our proposed protocol in Section II-C. The distrib-
uted protocol is described in Section Il-D. Simulation results
are presented and discussed in Section III. Finally, we draw
some concluding remarks in Section IV.
II. PROPOSED COOPERATIVE CACHE MAINTENANCE
A. Motivations
Recently, there have been an increasingly large number of
handsets equipped with dual or multiple network interfaces.
Often, the server interface (e.g., GPRS, EDGE, UMTS, etc.) is
responsible for data communication with the network operator
while the peer interface (e.g., Bluetooth, IEEE 802.11, etc.)
provides short range connectivity with other computing de-
vices. Both interfaces complement with each other to provide
ubiquitous data access for mobile users. More importantly, the
interfaces have drastic differences in terms of data rates, power
consumption characteristics, transmission range, connection
availability, etc. For example, the IEEE 802.11 standards can
provide data rates up to 54Mbps and beyond. Although EDGE
and other 3G technologies are promised to achieve data rates
up to 2Mbps with stationary terminals, the typical rates are still
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hundreds of Kbps. Slow data rate means the server interface
should remain in the transmit or receive state longer. Further,
the transmission range of the cellular network is much longer
than personal area networks. Both factors make communi-
cation via the server interface more expensive in terms of
energy. Another drawback for the client is to bear the service
fee charged by the network operator. These factors make the
server interface less attractive for data applications. However,
its major strength is the ubiquitous connection availability.
Once subscribed to the service, mobile users can access to
the Internet at anytime anywhere. Therefore, we propose a
novel scheme that make data applications take advantage of
both interfaces. Specifically, the idea is to leverage (1) the
ubiquitous access of the server interface (cellular network);
and (2) the high data rates and high energy efficiency of the
peer interface (personal area network).
B. Descriptions
We assume the following system model: a number of mobile
clients, denoted by {N}, are interested in a set of data objects
{D} kept at a central server. Each client is equipped with
two interfaces: (1) server interface; and (2) peer interface,
which are used to communicate with the server and other peer
devices, respectively. Clients generate read-only queries to the
set of data objects. It is up to the clients to decide whether to
cache data objects locally for future queries or not. Each data
object is associated with a time-to-live (TTL) field such that
clients can only use the data object to serve queries within
the time specified. Upon expiry of the data object, clients
perform cache maintenance: either drop the cache or prefetch
the updated data object from the server.
Given a fixed battery budget, the challenges are (1) ex-
tending clients' lifetime; (2) increasing number of completed
queries; while at the same time, (3) reducing query latency.
Our proposed cache maintenance scheme differs from existing
ones [3], [11], [12] in that clients make use of the peer
interface to form cooperative groups. Further, we assume that
clients are selfish such that they join a group only if it is
beneficial to themselves. In other words, each client maximizes
its own utility and is not bound by the protocol for any specific
tasks. Our protocol defines four different roles in a group: (1)
cacher; (2) replicator; (3) requester; and (4) free-rider.
Within a cooperative group, a requester uses the server
interface to send query requests on behalf of the cacher. Upon
receiving the query request from the requiester, the server
replies the cacher. As such, cacher obtains the data object
without sending any query requests. The role of cacher is to
broadcast the received data object to all replicators via the peer
interface. Upon receiving the data object from the cacher, each
replicator broadcasts the data objects to the requester and free-
riders via the peer interface. Therefore, the caches of all the
group members are now updated with only one query request
sent to the server. The communication among group members
take advantage of the energy-efficient and high data rate of the
peer interface, the costly operations associated with the server
interface are reduced to a minimum. Algorithm (1) summarizes
the four roles in a cooperative group.
Algorithm 1 Four roles in a cooperative group
1:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
cacher:
Upon receiving data object j from the server,
cache data object j;
broadcast data object j to replicators;
replicator:
Upon receiving data object j from the cacher,
cache data object j;
broadcast data object j to the requester and free-riders;
requester and free-rider:
Upon receiving data object j from replicator,
cache data object j;
requester:
Upon expiry of data object j,
query data object j on behalf of the cacher;
C. Analysis
In this section, we provide justifications of the proposed co-
operative cache maintenance protocol and quantify the energy
cost of the four different roles of a group.
We begin our discussion with the basic cache maintenance
operation. To complete a query using only the server interface,
a mobile client first sends a query request (uplink) and then
receives the data object (downlink). The total energy cost for
querying data object j, CJ (query), is given by:
ps p
C (query)
=s ± SY (1)J\1J1 R~UL 'DL
where Sx and Sj represent the size of a query request and data
object i; PTX and P1x are the transmit and receive power
of the server interface; and RsL and RIL are the uplink and
downlink data rates of the server interface, respectively.
Next, we quantify the energy cost of the four roles defined
in Section II-B. In general, the total energy cost to complete
a query of data object j is the sum of the energy dissipated
in the server interface and the peer interface. For a cacher, it
expends energy in downloading the data object via the server
interface and broadcast the data object in the peer interface.
Therefore, its energy cost is given by:
PS Dp
Ci (cacher) = Sj ±R+ Si TRs R (2)
where PT and RP represents the transmit power and data
ratel of the peer interface, respectively.
As described in Section II-B, a replicator receives the data
object from the cacher and broadcasts the data object to its
free-riders and/or requester, both using the peer interface.
Thus, its energy cost is given by:
pP pPCj(replicator) =S RX + S RTXRP RP (3)
'It is assumed that the peer interface offers symmetric data rate. However,
the results can be extended to the asymmetric case.
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where PRX is the receive power of the peer interface.
To a free-rider, the only energy cost is to receive the data
object from the replicator:
Cj(free-rider) = Sj 'RPX (4)
Upon cache expiry, the requester is also responsible for
sending a query request on behalf of the cacher. Therefore,
the energy cost is:
Cj (requester) = SXT + Sj RX (5)RJL 3RP
It becomes clear that if the following inequalities hold for
some clients, they would be willing to form a group for
cooperative caching of data object j:
C'3 (cacher) < Cj (query) (6)
Cj (replicator) < Cj (query) (7)
Cj (free-rider) < Cj (query) (8)
CJ (requester) < Cj (query) (9)
As discussed in Section II-A, the server interface offers
much lower data rates and much larger coverage than the peer
interface. Both factors increase the power consumption of the
server interface. It is possible for the four inequalities above to
hold among a set of clients (see Section III-B). The remaining
question is to assign an appropriate role for each client, which
is addressed in the following section.
D. Protocol
Algorithm (2) depicts a distributed role assignment protocol
for cooperative cache maintenance. The protocol consists of
six message types, namely: (I) replicator request; (2) replicator
reply; (2) replicator ack; (3) free-rider request; (4) free-rider
reply; (5) free-rider ack. In words, a cacher first finds its
replicators from the neighbor set. Each replicator then searches
for free-riders from its neighbors. Then, replicators report the
free-riders to the cacher. From the set of free-riders, the cacher
selects one to become a requester. The details of the distributed
protocol are shown in Algorithm (2).
First, it is not difficult to see that the roles assigned by
Algorithm (2) satisfy the corresponding relations, as indicated
in Equations (6)-(9). This suggests that the energy cost of each
group member is reduced. However, one may argue that selfish
clients may deviate from the role assigned by the algorithm to
improve their own performance. We justify that selfish clients
would follow the cooperative cache maintenance protocol
with the aid of game theory. Game theory [5] is a rigorous
mathematical tool to analyze the presence of selfish clients.
In fact, it has been widely used to study different aspects
in computer networking [2], [4], [6]. We justify our claim
using Nash Equilibrium, the most popular solution concept in
game theory. To begin with, we define the following wireless
cooperative cache maintenance (WCC) game:
Denote M {1. ,m} as the set of players
(clients). Each player chooses a strategy (its role in a
grouip) to optimize its own utility (in terms of its en-
ergy cost). The strategy space of player i is given by,
Algorithm 2 Distributed group formulation algorithm
1: if C'(cacher) > Cj(query) then
2: role := not-a-member;
3: return;
4: end if
5: Broadcast a "replicator request" message to the neighbors;
6: for each neighbor that receives the "replicator request"
message do
7: if Cj(replicator) > Cj(query) then
8: ignore the message and return;
9: end if
10: Broadcast a "free-rider request" message to the neigh-
bors;
11: for each neighbor that receives the "free-rider request"
message do
12: if Cj(requester) > Cj(query) then
13: ignore the message and return;
14: end if
15: Reply with a "free-rider reply" message;
16: end for
17: Upon receiving the "free-rider reply" messages,
18: reply the cacher with a "replicator reply" message,
which includes the list of its free-riders;
19: end for
20: Upon receiving the "replicator reply" messages,
21: (1) Pick a free-rider from the set of free-riders;
22: (2) Broadcast a "replicator ack" message that includes the
ID of the chosen free-rider;
23: role := cacher;
24: for each neighbor that receives the "replicator ack" mes-
sage do
25: role := replicator;
26: Broadcast a "free-rider ack" message, including the ID
chosen by the cacher;
27: for each neighbor that receives the "free-rider ack"
message do
28: if my ID == the ID chosen by the cacher then
29: role := reqluester;
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
else
role := free-rider;
end if
end for
end for
Ri = {cacher, replicator, requester, free-rider, not-a-member}.
The strategy combination is denoted as, r = (ri,. rm) E
R, where R = XJEMRj is the Cartesian product
of the m players' strategy spaces. Furthermore, define
r_i = (r1,. .,re1,ri,. . .,rn) E R-i, where Ri =
XjEN\{t} Rj, as the strategy combination of all players, except
i. Ce(s) E S represents the utility of player i when the
strategy combination is s. A strategy combination, r* is said
to achieve the state of Nash equiilibrium when: C'(r*) <
C'(r*i, ri)Vr,i E Ri, i E Al In general, a game may have
multiple equilibria or even none at all.
Next, we would like to prove the existence of Nash Equilib-
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS.
Parameter [ Value
Number of data objects, IDI 500
Data object size, Sj IOKB-IOOKB
Control message size 1KB
Time-to-live. TTLj 1,OOOs-lO,OOOs
Client population size, INI 50
Mean query arrival time, T lOs-lOOs
Energy available IKJ- IOKJ
Transmit power (server interface), PTX 3.00W
Receive power (server interface), Ptx 1.25W
Transmit power (peer interface), 1.35W
Receive power (peer interface), PRX 0.90W
Data rate (server interface), RIL and RuI 130Kbps
Data rate (peer interface), RP 11Mbps
Simulation dimension lOOmx 1OOm
Transmission range (peer interface) 48m
Speed 5km/hr
rium of the above WCC game. It is also desirable for players
to adopt deterministic strategies at equilibrium. If all players
do so, it becomes a pure Nash Equilibrium. The details are
formalized in Theorem (1):
Theorem 1: Any group formed by Algorithm (2) results in
a pure Nash Equilibrium.
Proof: From Algorithm (2), we can see that Equations (6)-
(9) are satisfied for cacher, free-rider, requester and replicator,
respectively. Therefore, clients would not leave the group. If
the cacher changes its role, its cache would eventually expire
since no requester would query the data object on behalf of
itself. If a replicator changes its role, it could not update the
cache with the cacher's broadcast. Furthermnore, a replicator
could not switch to free-rider or requester because there is no
other neighboring replicator. If such a replicator does exist, the
protocol would have already assigned it with the appropriate
role, see Algorithm (2) lines 10-16. Free-riders would not
become a requester since Cj (free-rider) < Cj (requester). On
the other hand, the requester could not change to a free-rider
because it is the only one that sends the query request to
the server. If that requester deviates, its cache would become
invalid upon expiry.
We can conclude that each client chooses a deterministic
role and has no incentive to deviate. Therefore, the group
formed by Algorithm (2) constitutes a pure Nash Equilibrium.
III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate our proposed energy efficient
cooperative cache maintenance protocol using simulation. In
particular, the performance metrics are: (1) number of com-
pleted queries; (2) lifetime, i.e., time taken to deplete the
available energy; (3) query latency, i.e., time lapsed between
the arrival of a new query and the complete retrieval of its
reply.
A. Simulation Model and Parameters
Table I shows the major simulation parameter values. We
assume that the server interfaces is EDGE while the peer
interface is IEEE 8021.11b. The parameter values of the two
interfaces (power consumptions, data rates) are taken from
the data sheets [14], [15]. We assume an indoor simulation
environment. As such, the transmission range of the peer
interface is taken to be 48m [15]. Other parameter values are
similar to those reported in [3], [8], [12].
We adopt the following query model: client i generates a
stream of exponentially distributed queries with mean query
arrival time, Ti, drawn uniformly between Ti(min) and
TP(max). This setting models different query rates among the
set of clients. The smaller the values of query arrival time, the
higher the query rates are. Furthermore, we model clients'
non-uniform access pattem using the Zipf-like distribution
with 0 = 0.7 [1]. In other words, client i queries the data
object j with probability given by: pj(0) - 1 .,wherejo
-k=1
-kJ
O < 0 < 1. The value of 0 determines the "skewness" of the
access pattern. 0 = 1 gives the strict Zipf distribution while
0 0O results in the uniform distribution. The size of data
objects increases from 1KB to IOOKB while the time-to-live
values are uniformly distributed between lOs and l0,OOOs.
The amount of energy available to each client is uniformly
distributed between I KJ and lOKJ. We adopt the random way
point model and assume mobile clients are of pedestrian speed
(5km/hr) only. It is also assumed that clients have unlimited
storage such that they can cache as many data objects as they
wish. Upon cache expiry, however, clients only prefetch data
objects with index between I and 200 (those with higher query
probabilities) and drop the other data objects (those with lower
query probabilities).
B. Simutlation Reslults
E
9000
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Mean query arrival time
Fig. 1. Lifetime (s).
In Figures 1-3, "idv-cache" represents the results when
clients cache data objects individually while "wcc-static" and
"wcc-mobile" represents the results when clients run the
proposed cooperative cache maintenance protocol in static and
mobile settings, respectively.
Figure 1 shows the lifetime of individual clients in different
schemes. Client's lifetime is defined as the time for a client
to deplete its energy source. The values are normalized by
the amount of available energy for fair comparisoon. First, we
can observe that clients running the proposed protocol result
in a longer lifetime, which is consistent with the analysis in
Section II-C. Although clients running the distributed protocol
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dissipate energy in the group formation process, the benefits
gained from being a group member outweigh the initial
overheads. This is explained by the high data rate and low
power requirement of the peer interface (IEEE 802.11), such
that the energy expended in the control messages are kept at
a minimum. The costly operations on the server interface are
reduced. The energy conversed from joining a group makes
the lifetime longer.
Figure 2 shows the performance results in terms of number
of completed queries. This metric is also normalized by the
amount of available energy for fair comparison. Similar to
lifetime, both the static and dynamic cases indicate that clients
running the proposed protocol (WCC game) complete more
queries compared with the individual caching scheme. This
follows from the results that clients conserve energy for being
a group member. The energy conserved is available for more
query operations. As such, clients complete more queries with
the same amount of energy source.
Figure 3 shows the average query delay results. We can
observe that the proposed protocol achieves smaller query
latency compared with individual caching. This is explained
by the reduced amount of traffic in the server interface. In
individual caching, each client is required to query the server
to prefetch data objects upon cache expiry. However, only
the cacher and the requester communicate with the server
in the proposed protocol. When there are cache miss occurs,
clients would experience a lower query latency in the proposed
scheme.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Based on the observations that many mobile handsets are
equipped with dual or multiple network interfaces, we pro-
posed a novel energy efficient cooperative cache maintenance
protocol for wireless networks. The protocol utilizes the low
power consumption and high data rate of the peer interface
(e.g., Bluetooth, IEEE 802.1 1) while reducing the use of the
server interface (e.g., GPRS, EDGE, UMTS), which is typi-
cally slower and consumes higher power. Simulation results
confirm that our protocol is capable of (1) increasing the
number of completed queries; (2) extending clients' lifetime;
while reducing average query latency, with the same amount
of energy resource.
The protocol also takes the presence of selfish clients into
considerations. Selfish clients concerns their own performance
and may deviate from the protocol. We showed that groups
formed by the cooperative cache maintenance protocol con-
stitutes a pure Nash Equilibrium. This suggests that clients,
whether selfish or not, would not deviate from the roles
assigned by the protocol. Therefore, the proposed protocol is
robust even in the presence of selfish clients.
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